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WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY MAGAZ IN

Covering an e ntire city block and rising nin e stories ahove the School of
Medicine campus, th e YIcDonncll Medical Scienc(:s Building was
com pleted tbjs fall. The new structure, which houses five preclinical
d epartm en ts , p ermits a 32 p el' cen t increase in student enrollmen t and
provides grca t] , expan d ed facilities for medica] resea rch .
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COYER: A bevy of balloons
over Brookings, done in line
conversion technique from a
Ken lvlacSwan photograph of
a "happy happening" staged
by students in the Quadrangle.
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"And every creeping thing thet! fiieth i.r lIncleall unto YON." DeJlteronomy, 14:19. ThiJ ?md I17clllY other
derogcltovy statementJ in literrttllre /J(we clpp/ied to bdtJ, beclouding the extrelOl'dilZ?tl'Y ClbilitieJ of
theJe Little InCllmJ7C1iJ. Myotis lllCifllgUS, or the brown belt, for e:x:clmpLe, jJ .rhown Oil the oppOJitc
pClgt' hUJlting ill.rectJ in the dark by u teclJni(i""e called rr echo-ioui/ion." Dr. NO/)!fo Stlgu, cUJocitlte
profeJJor of biology, doe.! highly refined experimentJ with brown bCI/J to determine the mechrmisn1J
f)f the Cluditory nen/ON.! J)'Jtem which lIuderLie this eLegant tedent.

"SEEING" WITH SOUND

By ROGER SIGNOR

I

swoops into a house at night, two reactions oe
'lIr, ('slwciall~' iF ladies an' present: SCrl'ams and pan
ic. Despite th e n>sultant pandeIllonium, the h<lt may he
luckv ('nough to ge t out of the housc, unscathed. \VllCn
it is gone, p eopk are simply relie ved. Arter all, bats
have n-Tcivf'd a tf'rrihle press for ce nturies and not much
thought is giv{'n to tl1f' remarkable things the>, do.
Conside r what M yolis Illcifllglls, the little hrown bat,
lIlay have <Il'conlplished during a night inside a hOllse.
I l fl ew in awl out or dark rooms without crashing into a'll
obstacle. Tlwn, after many intricate maneIIV(.' rs, it gailled
[n'edoll1 by locating ami flyillg through a smaJI opening
in a ccllar screen. Before that, it even avoided gelting
tangkd lip in a lady's hair-contrary to olle of the populnr
01(1 wives' taks about bats.
Extraordinarily, the hal is ahle to ''see'' with its ears.
0111 . in the rccent history or science we re tests possihle
to studv the phf'IIOll1eIHHl hchilld this uncanny ability. To
d ctt,ct obj('cts with its cars, the hat e mits bursts of high
pitch ed sOllnd, many thollsands or cycles ahove the limit
of hllman hearing (a clicking lIoise which is the lowest
cOlllpOllellt of Hws(-' cries is all that a hllmall ear call
pick lip). Nllll](~ rollS, feeble echo(-~ s reverherate to
th . hat. BlIt th e hat sorts Ollt alld analyzcs th e in[orm<l
lioll in the ('('h(H's so rapidly thal it can make flight ad
jllstmC'nts in fractiolls of a sl't'Ol](1 to avoid ohstaei('s or to
d e tect minllte opcnillgs.
The hat is also dC'p c~ ndcnl on this techniqlle, called
l'c110-locatioll , wllcn it hunts for rood. Not ollly can its
allditory SySt<'Ill deled tbe c.lirre re nc(-' b e tw('cII all illSecL
and a tillv twig, hill. ill pllrslling th e illsect, it tillles its
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strike to allow for the space travelled b~l tlw insect after
tlw last p ·ho was received. Tn developing th ese Jlovel
abiliti()s, the hat has pllshed allditorv sp(~ cializatioJl to a
trcmen( lous dcgn~c.
Echo-location, howpver, isn' t unique in bats. Porpois es
also e mplo~' it anc! hUlllan beings have deve loped th e
abilit y to some extent. Blind \wopl e frequently pllt metal
taps 011 their shoes and analyzl' the ('choes frolll thorn.
But the pol<'ntiaJ t-o echo-locate is much \Vcak('r in rnanl
mais otlIer than hats a III I porpoises which navigate and
hllllt in darkness.
In animals, in g~lleral, tlI<-: auditory system .~d e dive ly
filtcrs all hnt those signals lll'cE.ssary for a givell task. 1\
man reaciing a book, for example, is not aware of th e
loud ticking of a clock in his room. 'Vith the same dis
crimination , a woman blocks out the noise of childrclI
playing llearby, bllt ill1mcdiab'lv iJecOllll'S alcrt whell her
child cries out ill pain.
A Hood of illformatioll ('liters the outer auditory sys
tem constantly, but the hrain picks up only the vcry illl
portallt signals. If it allowed all UIe sound sigllais to hl'
proc('ssed and acted on, total confusion would result.
\V.\SIlI,"'GTO:\ U:-:1VI·;nSrry lIl'l~]'().phvsiologist, Dr. No
buo Suga, whose IaborntOl'~' IS III the \[o]Js<lnto Lab
oratory for the Life Scienccs, is OIH' of sevcra I scicIl tists OIl
campus who arc fasl'inal< :d hv tlw probl('1l1 of how the
hraill analyz('s t.he mallY forms of cOll1lllllnicatio]] soulld .
'For his IH-'Ilrophysiologi('al Sllldit's, bats arc advantageolls
bl'cause or tbl'ir high levl'1 of allditon specializalioll.
Dr. Sllga has received distinl'lion aInong his coll('aglles
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"SEEING" WITH SOUND

Professor Suga, whose experiments on bats are done in the Monsanto Laboratory of the Life Sciences, received
his Ph.D. degree from Tokyo l\'l etropolitan University. A former Harvard and University of California staff member,
he teaches classes on sensory physiology.

•

In a sou ndproof room, research
assistant Barbara Lavender
prepares to measure
ectrical activity of a ba t's nerve
cell, or neuron. The neuron i
activated by pulses from special
frequ ency generators which
approximate the frequency
mDdulated soun cl.s bats make.
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for uncovering clues to the neural networks underlying
the bat's extraordinary hearing capabilities. vVhen he is
not teaching his classes in sensory physiology to under
graduate and graduate students, Dr. 5uga makes extremely
delicate measurements of electrical pulses recorded from
single auditory neurons in the bat's brain. He and his as
sistant, Y[rs. Barbara Max Lavcnder (RS '69) study tbe
little hrown bat, which is Nlissouri's most common species
of the bat. They obtain bats for research from a 5t. Louis
University cave exploration club, which captures them
while on trips to caves in Missouri.
vVhen a bat is echo-locating it lets out cries in the
form of series of short tone pulses at a rate ranging be
tween five and 200 pulses per second. \Vithin each tone
pulse, frequency of sound always decreases over about
one octave, e.g., from 100 to 50 kilocycles or .50 to 25
kilocycles. In other words, these ccho-Ioca ting sounds are
frequency-modulated, and are much higher than the up
perrnost frequency limit of human hearing.

D

has shown that certain ncrve cells in the bat's
midbrain, making up an auditory center called the
inferior colliculus, do the essential processing for echo-lo
cation. The bat's midbrain is quite large in proportion
to the rest of its nervous system. This is not to say that
Dr. Suga is dealing with a large mass of tissue. All of the
bat's echo-locating equipment weighs only about .2 gram.
In the bat's inferior colliculus, he has detected and
classified many neurons into several types in terms of
their electrical activities. Some of these neurons respond
only to a frequency modulated sound similar to tbe bat's
orientation sound, or are specialized for the measurement
of a distance between the bat and a target. After having
established the behavior of such highly specialized neu
rons, Professor Suga works backward from the bat's mid
hrain to its lower auditory nuclei in order to construct
rilOdels of networks of neurons to account for tbe neural
mechanism for acoustic information processing.
\Vhile the nervous system is awesome enough in its
H. 5VGA

~

~

complexity, sound itself is a complex phenomenon. Artist
Saul Steinberg's fanciful caricatures of speech come clos
to the truth of sound complexity than a simple one-line
sine wave on a TV repairman's oscilloscope. There are
three basic elements in human speech sound-constant
frequency (pure tone), frequency-modulated, and noi
components. This is true also for communication sounds
used by many animals. It would be difficult to under
stand human communication sound without the frequen
cy-modulated (FM) component. "Humans should hav
neurons specialized for the analysis of FM sounds such
as the bats do," Dr. Suga said. "The mechanisms foun d
in bats should be applicable in the analysis of highe
mammalian hearing. The basic system may be very sim
ilar." He hopes to study monkeys in the near future, to
determine, among other problems, whether they pos
sess these specialized neurons.
So-called "lo gical devices" of the nervous systcm to
help explain behavior strike an emotional chord in some
cientists. They accuse neurophysiologists of not Ull
derstanding the nuances of how an animal behaves in its
environment. But the truth is that before they undertake
research at the neurophysiological level, scientists of Pro
fessor Suga's calibre are acutely aware of an animal's h e
havior in nature. Their goal is to relate intricate sub
tleties of the nervous system to the h ehavior of a given
animal. At present, models of neuron activity are theo
retical, but important first steps in gaining a more com
plete understanding of behavior.
18th Century, many scientists got very up
tight indeed when a pioneering physiologist was the
first to show that bats used an unknown process, associated
with hearing, to avoid obstacles in the dark. The contro
versial researcher, Lazzaro Spallanzani, had written with
some trepidation, "The experiments of Professor Louis Jur
ine, confirming by many examples those which I have
doue, and varied in many ways, establish without doubt
the influence of the ear in the flight of blinded bats." This

I
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The many species of bats include the South
American fish-catching bat. In this picture by
Dr. n. A. Suthers of Indiana University, the bat
is about to scoop a fish from an enclosed
laboratory pond.
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work was dismissed as unbelievable by the scientific es tab
lishment, including the renowned naturalist, Georges Cu
vier, whose curt reply to these findings was, "The organs
of touch seem sufficient to explain all the phenomena
which bats exhibit." Others were much more caustic in
their criticisms of Spallanzani's observations, which were
largely disregarded for more than a century.
In the late 19:30's, a Harvard University senior, Don
ald H. Griffin, was at last able to record the data that
proved Spallanzani's theories were correct. He and an
other undergraduate, Robert Galambos, made use of
newly developed "ultrasonic-detectors" to show that bats
had used echo-location eons be fore man inve nted sonar.
The young men measured the bat's high frequency cries
and found them to have wave-lengths of a fraction of an
inch, just right for bouncing echoes off mosquitos and
moths. Dr. Griffin, now a Rockefeller U niversity profes
sor, has always been careful in his research reports to cite
the original work of Spallanzani, whose observations of
the hat's behavior were simply too controversial for the
18th century. (Dr. Suga studied with Dr. Griffin from
19(13 to 1965 at Harvard.)
UNTIL recent years that Dr. Thomas Sandel,
now VVashington University's psychology department
chairman, helped to develop techniques in generating se
quences of complex sound which make experiments such
as Dr. Suga's possible. These sequences, produced in de
vices called signal generators are used to approximatc the
sounds made by bats. In Dr. Suga '5 laboratOlY, the gen
e rator is set up outside a soundproof room. Inside the
room, an anesthetized bat is fixed to a device beneath a dis
section microscope. Minute electrodes, which are filled
with potassium chloride solution, are inserted into the
bat's midbrain close enough to a neuron to pick up its
electric signal. The neurons are about 1/ 2.500th of an
inch in diame ter; the tips of the electrodes used to de
tect thc neuronal electric signal are about 1/ 80,OOOth of an
inch. The effects of the soundwavcs on the neuron are
recorded on powerful amplificrs outsid e the sound

I
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proofed room. Described in this ovcrsimplified way, the
procedu re sounds ra the I' 1'011 ti ne.
Dr. Richard Coles, a specialist in vcrtebrate ecology
who recently joined \Vashington University as Tyson
Valley Research Center director, said, "A great deal of
creativity is required to conceive and execute experiments
as refined as this. Just as an individual without knowledge
of abstract art would have trouhle understanding the
subtle ties of a contemporary painting, so would a non·
scientist be unaware of the high degree of creativity
behind the calibre of experiments done by Dr. Suga."
UNIVEnSITY is one of a select few institu
tions in the L'nited States which has a large con
eentratioll of front-ranking scientists who work on various
problems of the auditory nervous system . Dr. Hallowell
Davis, research director emeritus of the Central Institute
for the Deaf, Dr. James D . Miller, Dr. Donald H. El
dredge and their CID colleagues are nationally known for
many studies. In addition to these faculty' members a t
CID, other prominent auditory cxperts include Dr. Sandel
of the psychology department, Dr. Russell Pfeiffer and
Dr. Charles E. Molnar, who have joint appointments in the
School of Yl edicine and the School of Enginee ring and
Applied Science, and Dr. Joseph Ogura and his associates
in the otolaryngology department of the School of Medi
eine . \Vith their research associates, they form an informal
institute on campus. They frequently get together to dis
cuss their problems and seek new approaches.
In commenting on interactions among this company of
scholars, Dr. Pfeiffer said, "Dr. Suga is certainly widely
recognized for his work, but one fascinating tiling to me is
that he keeps up a constant Bow of Hew ideas in inter
preting his data."
In Dr. Pfeiffer's view, this is an especially valuable
asse t in a field of science, which only recently has had
the benefit of highly sophisticated engineering tools.
"\Vhil e we've macle tremendous strides in finding what's
happening, we have a long way to go b efor e knowing
why,"

W
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Alum.ntiS AI Parker's illustrations hr.we aj'peared in
leading national magazines for more than forty years.
Presented here is a combination Parker pro file and portfolio
giving the highlights of his illllJtriom career and a few
JClJnples of his work. Three oj the main themes in the Parker
career tire ilills/rclted: tl serieJ of jazz pieces done for
Lithopinion, the jOllrnal of Loud One of the
Amalgamated Lithographers of America; some impreJSiom
of the j\1onaco GrClnd Prix, don e for Sports Illustrated;
Clnd one of the famous Parker Jketches of pretty girls that
graced the page.• and (Overs of 'women's magazines for decades.

On this page are three uf Parker's
jlllpressiQI of jazz history from a
portfolio which appeared originally in
th e Fall, 1969, Lithopinion magazine.
Top: "Blu ~ Singer" and " Rlu e .,'.. at
ri ght , '· Rooh."

By FRANK O'BRIEN
OF AL PAHKEU'S earliest childhood memories is
of illusb'ating the lyrics on his mother's piano play
er rolls, a precocious project that for eshadowed his two
main lifelong interests-art and music.
In the intervening years, Al Parker has won general
recognition as one of the leading and most influential
magazine illustrators in tlw nation. His work has appeared
in dozens of leading national magazines for decades, h e
has profoundly influ enced a whole generation of illustra
tors, and he has received nearly fifty prestigious awards
and med als for his work. For more than forty years, too,
he has maintained a lively interest in music, both as a
performer and as an enthusiastic fan.
T he Parkers lived in a ramblin g Victorian frame house
in Clayton, ~vIissouri, a few blocks from the \;Vashington
University campus, bllt Al was to live all over the St.
Louis area, attending a half-dozen schools before he ar
rived on the University campus.
Almost before he could read, AI was drawin g and
painting. His piano roll portfolio was preceded by his
clothes-pin period, when he p ainted clothes pins to re
semble his favorite movie stars and fictional characters ,
from T arzan and Huck Finn to Charlie Chaplin's le adin g
lady, Edna Purviance.

O
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the same time, AI's interest in jazz began to
develop. The Parker family owned a furnitur e store
that boasted a phonograph record department and young AI
spent endless hours playing the store', stock of what
were then called "race records," the uninhibited jazz
pl ayed by the black musicians of the time.
At age fifte en, Al saw a movie in which vVallace Reid
played the saxophone, with the SOllnd coming from a hid
den phonograph b ehind the silent screen. Al was so in
fatuated by the sinuous sound that he p ersuaded his
parents to buy him a shiny silver C-melody saxophone ,
The following summer saw him playing the sax and

A
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leading llis own band on the Mississippi riverboat "Cape
Girardeau." For tht: next five summers, he played on the
river, appearing on tlw "Golden Eagle," "The Belle of
Call1oun,'' and the other glamorous excursion steamer~
of the tlay.
" It was 3 vacation with pay,' AI recalls, for the two
and three-clay excursion trips invariably included attrac
ti ve voung lady passengers who delighted ill being
ske tched by AI between dance sets. "Besides," he adds,
"I had the opportullity to hear Louis Armstrong and the
other great jazzmeu who we re playing at the same time
()11 the other boats.'"

A

were right in the family tradi
for his grandfather was the famous riverboat cap
tain Charles J. Bender who had been mate on tllC "Hobert
E. Lee" during her historic race with the "Nntehez."
Granilpa Bender, whost! handsome lInjformed presence
waS slightly rnarred by a d ent on his forehead resulting
from a well aimed tomah a wk thrown vy an angr, Indian,
was upset by his grandson's obsession with "all that music
foolishn ess," and generously offered him a year's tuition at
the Sl. Louis School of Fillc Arts at \Vashington Univer
sity.
AI continued with his music during his lJ niversity days,
paying his way through school blowing a huge bariton e
sax in the band and playing for dances at coun try clubs,
frateruity parties, and Polish weddillgs. Despite his extra
curricular activities, AI buckled down to the study of art.
"Fortunately," he says, "o nc of m. instructors was Fred
Conway, who made buckling down a joy."
There was one djstraetion at the school , a charming
art student named Evelyn nuehroader. "She was a petite
and utterl y feminine female," AI says, "who threw note
worthy statements ou canvas with the gusto of a steve
dore." \-Vhen Evelyn won a scho larship to the Art Stu
dents League in New York, AI decided to quit school at
once and marry her.
Luckily, AI was just finishing up four years of art
school by this time and was ready to go out into the
world. His first professional job was tu do three murals to
b e used as backgrounds fOI' window displays for a St.
Louis d epartment store. The only way Al could handle
these huge renderings was to paint them on thin fabric
attached to his mother's dining rOom walls. \"!hen the
Ullll"als wcre done, a diluted version remained behind on
thl, walls, much to AI's chagrin . \Vith the first check he re
ceived as a profession, AI had the whole dining room re
paptTed and bought a clarinet.
\Vallace Bassford, who was then head of a leading St.
LOllis art studio, snw the window murals and invited Parker
to join his staff. It was an important experience for a young
artist, IJecause at the agcncy he learned how to work on
assignm ent, to mee t deadlines, and to operate within
th f' limits of graphic arts techniqu es. He learned soon to
b e fast all the drnw, turning out in rapid sllccession a
gushing A'iagnra Falls for a power company brochure and
L's HIVEH EX1'EHlE!\"CES
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a delicate portrait for a fashion ad in one session at the
drawing board.
Eventually, AI and his good friend Bussell Viehman,
who excelled in layout, design, and lettering, open d
their own studio. But thc timing was bad: the country
was in the d epths of the Depression. The first year was
one long struggle . To make ends meet, Parker and Vieh
man rented space in their studios to Janet Lane, the
fashion designer. From her, AI learned the subtleties of
fashion design and how to portray ehjc clothes in his
illustrations ; from Viehman he learued the jmportance of
graphic design, layout, and typography.
Shortly :Jfter AI and Evelyn were married and settled
down in Overland, ~'[i ssouri, AI entered a House Beauti
ful magazine eover contest and won both an honorable
mention and a check for $250. It was the beginning of
AI Parker's long reign as king uf the magazine covcr
artists.
Seeing his work on a national magazine cover whetted
AI's appetite for the big time . He sat down and did three
simple colored p encil line drawings of girls' heads and
sent them to an agent in ~cw York. Ladies' Home Journal
bought all three, and shortly after iVmnan's Home Com
panion sent a fiction manuscript to AI for illustrations.
Soon, assignments began to pour in from other maga
zines: McCalfs, American Pictorial Revie-IV, Collie rs,
Good Housekee ping-all of the name magazines of the
day.
The first thing AI did when his work began to sell was
to buy a tan Packard phaeton. Then, after he had time to
think it out, he realized that he would have to move to
New York, if he wanted to stay in the big time. Packing
the Packarcl with their treasured belongings and their
first son, Jay, the Parkers headed for ~1anhattan.

T

IlI NCS WEnE nOliGH in the big city at first, bnt soon AI
was selling his work to national magazincs as fast as he
could hJl"n it out. In 1938, he sold his first "mother and
claughter" cover to Ladie.s'" Home JOl/rnal. It was an in
stant success and soon b ecame an Amoriean institution,
vringing both AI and the Journal sacks of fan mail.
Of great help to AI in l\ew York was Lawrenc
Drake who went to work for him when AI fil'st moved to
New York and remained \vith him 1I11til 1960. One of the
most notable fruits of the Parker-Drake associatioll was
a gigantic iIIustra tor's picture fil e, cuntaining photographs
and clippings of almost anything that an illustrator might
b e called upon to depict. H.cputed to be the largcst in
the worlel, the Parker-Drake illustrator's file eventually
filled twcnty-t.hree four-drawer filing cabinets.
After their daughter, Susan, was horn, the Parkers
moved to \Vestport, Connecticut, around the beginning
of VVodd vVar II. It was then that AI vegan to devote
more time to his second IOVE'--lllusic. A group at the New
York Society of Illustrators who played insh'uments
formed a band and began entertaining servicemen at
camps and in hospitals within a thousand-mile radius of
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Study of three girls is typical of th e many illu sb-ations Al Parker
has done for women's and fashion magazines through the years. Most
influential were the many "mother and daughter'- covers for
The Ladies Home JOt/mid_

..

view from th e river.

;vlonaco G ran d Prix : dawn of race.

ALPARKER
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Monaco Grand Prix: bad turn at railroad station.

~ronaco

New York. AI played drums with the band and made
sketches of servicemen between sets.
The Parkers Jived for seventeen years in vVestport,
where AI was one of the founders and is now on the
guiding faculty of the Famous Artists School. Into West
port flowed celebrities of stage, screen, television, and of
course, i'vIadison Avenue. AI met most of them.
The constant pressure on the \Vestport sccne and AI's
congenital aversion to cold weather finally led him to the
happy decision to move to California. Soon after, their
youngest son, Kit, was born. Al is now se ttled down
in Carmel Valley, where he has thc peace and beauty
of the couJ1tryside, but also where hc can ship his work
air express overnight to New York from the Monterey
airport just twenty minutes from his hom e.
At Carmel Valley, he works at his art and plays at his
)j£elong hobby of music. Jazz musicians wbo aTe old
friends of AI's drop in now and then for informal jazz
sessions, and AI keeps up-to-the-minute on the music
scenc in California. (Among his prized memories are an
afternoon of clmm duets with Buddy Rich and the time
Benny Goodman dropped in with his clarine t.)
AI Parker madc his name first ill the twellties and

thirties, but be's still doing new, exciting, and innovative
things. H e moves with tbe times, has a great rapport with
young people, and is never afraid to expehment, to try
something new. AI greets every llew movement in art or
music with enthusiasm, without at the same time losing
his love for thc good olel things. AI feels that what he
terms the "Now, vVow!" school of modern illustration is
bringing new life and freedom to the field and he's all
for it.
Recently, Al bought 840 acres of redwoods in northern
California, where his son Jay, also an artist, is running a
ranch. AI is tempted to settle down among thc redwoods
and just paint for fun , bllt he realizes that is exactly what
he's been doing all his life anyway.
"Fun," AI declares, "is meeting a challenge ill graphics
while pleasing others in the process. I wouldn't know
how to please myself alone."
This brings us to the other night in Carmel Valley, when
AI borrowed an electric harpsichord and sat in with a local
teenage rock group. "My foot-stomping played havoc
with the volume pedal," AI remembers, "but it came
out authentic raga rock anyway. I'd have been terribly
elated if I had played my sax. "

Grand Prix: in the stretch.
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Cindy Wagner
Sophomore

BEAUTY AND THE
B. S. E.

I

quiet revolution. No shots. No shouts. No
songs.
Sweetly and softly, girls have come to engineering,
This year Vilashington University School of En i
neering and Applied Science has forty-four girls in
the undergnllhwte program and nineteen girls doing
graduate work. They are here because enginecrirlg has
clumged in the past decade and its change has afforded
them oppOltunity.
"It's not just steel beams and gigantic wind tlllmels,"
said one pretty coed. "It's mathematical models and
cOlllputer consoles and tiny integrated circuits and test
tuhes and a whole lot of other woman-sized things."
" \bove all," says another lovely engineer, "it's peo
ple, not just things. The most discouraging thing about
engineering is that it hasn't found its humanistic phi
losophy, hut it's there. Today's engineer can he as
involved in solving humanistic problems as today's
medical or social scientist."
"Thel'e are so many possible combinations in engi
neering," says Mary ·Wiecll, now a graduate student
in biomedical engineering. "I'm combining biology and
engineering, but that's just one possibility here. The
girls I know arc interested in the new areas of engi
neering like computer science amI biomedical engineer
ing, rather than civil or geological engineering,"
One prett. brunette explained why she selected
,,,lashington University to study engineering: "Her
I felt people were encouraged to be experimental. 'Ve
don't want to take ovcr a man's job; we want to create
ollr own places."
14
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~

Anita Colombo
Sophomore

,

~

"

•

..
"] guess I'm a feminist. ] think a woman can do anyth'i'ng a man
can do . Realistically, however, she has to be obviously qualified.
If she wants to work with science or mathematics, an engineering
degree is an absolute must."

)
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Anita Siener
Junior

" W e can still get by on th e durnb blonde image to a ce rtain extent,
bllt wh o wallts to! The boys seem to welcom e the competition , and
(IS long as le e stay feminine th ey still act like gentlelll e·n. Of course,
if !Jail want help in the laboratory or something, you don't have
[0 look tiery hard."
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•
Connie Chung
Sophomore

"In Hong Kong it is easier fOT a woman to work thaHin the
United States. "Ve have large fa'rnilies-paTents, grandparents, (tU1lts ,
and uncles live together. There is always someone with much
experie nce to care for children. ComputeT technicians will be much
in demand as my cOllntry develops, (md that is why I selected this fi eld."
~

.

J7

Bonnie Rodcay
Senior

"The increase of women in engineering, I think, is a result of
woman's changing concept of herself. ' ,V omen have made their
own places, The unive1'sities have accepted this and welcomed
them, b'ut there is still a long way to go in indllst1'Y, PTOfessionally
it is still a fight."
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Mary Wiedl
Graduate Student

"To use engineering as a tool to explore another subject opens so
many exciting possibilities. The engi'neer brings a whole new
Viclcpoint to research in biological problems. For instance, we are
studying nerve phenomena as electrical phenomena by modeling it
on engineering techniques and reducing it to the basic components,"
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A Special
Report

UNIVERSITY and the other private institutions of hi.gher
W ASHINGTON
learning in Missouri-indeed, virtually every private educational
institution in the nation-face serious financial problems which can
be solved only by a combination of actions. These include continued and
increased support by alumni, corporations, foundations, and
other friends, as well as the full funding of the higher education
programs of the federal government. The follo'wing article, prepared
by the Independent Colleges and Universities of Missouri, suggests a way
that state government can become an important part of this combination.
I have always argued that a strong system of higher education,
including both the public and private sectors, is essential for Missouri.
Toward this end, I believe that an effective state program of aid to
Missouri students attending Missouri's private institutions would be a
most economical use of the taxpayers' money. Such a program
would help relieve pressures on the public institutions and fill available
spaces in the private institutions. Both sectors of the system of higher
education would benefit.
I commend the article to you as a stimulus to thought and action
about effective assistance to the private sector through the state
government. Such an undertaking by Missouri would be no panacea
every other somce of funding for private higher education ,..,ould stilI have
to be developed to the fullest. But by acting to protect and foster a
dual system of higher education, Ilissouri would make the institutions
here more competitive with those in the many states which have already
taken such action and brighten the prospects of haVing numerous
excellent colleges and universities in this state.
Thomas H. Eliot
Chancellor
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A casual reading of newspapers from
ilround Missouri during the summer of 1970
would have revealed the following
headlines: "COLLEGE DOORS CLOSING ON
HOPEFUL YOUNGSTERS" .. . "'NO
VACANCY' SIGN OUT AT MANY
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES" . . .
"COLLEGE ADMISSIONS CRUNCH BEING
FELT" .. . "MISSOURI U. INCREASES
FEES" ... "MISSOURI U. TO OFFER LESS.
CHARGE MORE."
The stories behind these headlines tell
of the struggle Missouri's tax supported
institutions of higher education bce in
their efforts to cope with spiraling costs
and the constantly growing flood of
students seeking admission . The s top
gap mea.sur es applied to mCf't these
problems. as outlined in tlu: Illuries , . ,
limiting enrollmen t. increasing student
charges and eliminating vi l, ll ed ucdlional
programs ... suggest that MissourI has
taken the first step on the path that leads
to educational mediocrity.

How can Missouri's taxpayers reconcil
these "doomsday" heddlines and stories
with the fact that the state could provide
for the post-secondary education of mom
than 10,000 additional students without
building a single additional building on a
public CAmpus or without hiring any
addlUolldl facult y? How can Missouri
taxpayurs allow the state to take a giant
stop to the rear wh en it could meet its
educational responsibility to these students
at a per studen t cost to the taxpa yers of
less than one-half the averagp cost for
s tudf:: nls enrolled at the University of
Missouri and the state colleges ?

~ssets ·

Being

How did Missouri get into this seemingly
paradoxical situation? The educational
plight which now confronts the state is the
direct result of a public policy which
completely ignored the resources of private
colleges and universities and insisted that
the only way to meet the constantly
increasing demand for higher education
was to provide the tax funds necessary for
unending expansion of the facilities.
faculties and programs of tax supported
institutions.
This policy has posed a serious threat to
the vitality and in some cases the very
existence of Missouri's private colleges and
universities. The debilitating effect on the
public institutions is documented in the
headlines quoted above.
Missouri can no longer afford such a
shortsighted policy for higher education.
Public policy must recognize the assets of
the private colleges and universities.
The state can neither afford to do without
nor afford to replace their educational.
economic or social resources. They are an
irreplaceablo asset.

A

s recently as teny.a"
ago the majority of students attending
college in Missouri were enrolled in a
private college or university. However,
over the past decade the unprecedented

increase in the cost of providing higher
education and the staggering increase in
demand for post-secondary education have
shifted the load of students to public
institutions. During this period the costs
of providing higher education increased at
an annual rate of close to 8 percent as
compared to an average increase in the
general economy, if we exclude 1969, of
3 percent; student enrollment in Missouri
colleges and universities more than
doubled from 68,917 in 1961 to 145,581 in
the fall of 1969 1 •
Why then, in th e face of phenomenal
growth in higher education has
enrollment at most private institutions
decreased?
Private colleges and universities rely on
tuition to proVide from 60 to 90 percent
of the instructional costs for students.
In Missouri this figure averages about 68
percent. Because of greatly increased cost,;
and because their other prime sourcf:S of
income, i.e .. endowment earnings and
private gifts, have not grown at anywhere
near the same rate as costs, private
institutions have had to raise tuitions
significantly. In most cases tuitions at
private colleges and universities in
Missouri have more than doubled in the
past ten years.
State supported institutions, on the other
hand, faced with the same rapidly rising
costs, have kept student fees at a
comparatively low level and relied on
increased state subsidies to meet the
costs of education. Tax support of these
institutions has increased 298.2 percent
from $29.6 million in 1961-62 to $117.7
million for the 1969-70 academic year.
The consequent difference between the
necessarily high tuitions charged by the
private colleges and universities and the
modest fees charged by the state
institutions has forced more and more
students away from the private colleges
and universities and into tax-supported
state institutions. The result has been that
state institutions have had to continually
campaign for increased appropriations of
tax funds for operating costs and new
buildings to accommodate the tidal wave of
students, while the private colleges and
universities have unused educational

capacity and consequently rapidly
increasing deficits.

A

!though the relative size
of the educational contribution made by the
private colleges and universities in
Missouri has decreased over the past
decade they still playa significant role in
meeting the overall educational job of the
state. The 34 private institutions that make
up the membership of the Independent
Colleges & Universities of Missouri
(lCUM)2 enrolled over 25 percent of all
the college and university students in the
state during the 1969-70 academic year.
Some 17.5 percent of these students were
in graduate school, representing over a
third of all the graduate students
studying in the state.
For the academic year ending in June. 1969.
these same institutions awarded 5.829
bachelor's degrees, 33.8 percent of the
state total: more than the total for all four
of the campuses of the University of
Missouri and more than the total for the
five state colleges and Lincoln University.
During the same year these institutions
awarded more than one-third of the
master's degrees and almost half (46.1 'Yo)
of the Ph.D. degrees.
The impact of these institutions is
particularly important in the area of
professional education. For the year
ending in June, 1969. these schools
awarded 68.3 percent of the M.D. degrees.
65.2 percent of the pharmacy degrees,
45.7 percent of the law degrees and 43.5
percent of the dental degrees.
Critics of private education generally
respond to these statistics by asking:
"Yes, but how many of these students are
from-Missouri?" To answer this question
correctly, it is necessary to change the
me thod of counting enrollment from a full
time equivalency basis used above to head
count, where each student, whether full
time or part-time, counts as one. This
change does not greatly affect the
comparative validity of the figures because
the percent of part-time students
enrolled at both public and private
institutions is roughly the same ... 26

percent. Using head count figures. the
enrollment in the 34 ICUM private colleges
and universities was 45,626 in the fall
of 1969; of these, 47.8 percent. or 21,822
students, were Missourians. This is larger
than the head count enrollment of the
Columbia campus of the University of
Missouri, or, if you prefer, larger than
the combined head count enrollment of
Southeast Missouri State College,
Southwest Missouri State College and
Northeast Missouri State College. This
comparison suggests what the loss of
these institutions would mean to
Missouri students and Missouri taxpayers.
Statistics suggest that many of these
graduates remain in Missouri and
contribute their skills to the welfare of
the state . Of the more than 5,000
doctors who were practicing in Missouri
in May, 1968, 2,244 were educated in
Missouri. Of these, 2,012, or nearly 90
percent. were educated in one of the
state's private medical schools. Of the
more than 38,000 Missouri secondary and
elementary school teachers who received
their bachelor's degrees from a Missouri
college or university, nearly 30 percent
graduated from a private college or
university.
Missouri's private colleges and
universities offer a diversity of viewpoint
and variety of educational programs that
no state system could begin to match.
Among the private institutions in the state
are many famous men's, women's and
coeducational colleges. two of the nation's
leading universities, renowned engineering
and technical schools, highly ranked
professional schools in Education, Business,
Medicine, Law, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Music,
Fine Arts, Public Administration and
Architecture.
The constant flow of well educated young
men and women is undoubtedly the most
important contribution Missouri's private
colleges and universities make to the
state. This, how~'ver, is only a part of the
story. These colleges and universities also
have considerable economic impact on the
state. During the 1969-70 academic year
the 34 ICUM member institutions employed
17,150 people and met payrolls in excess
of $66 million. The facilities that house

these institutions represent an investment
of more than $300 million and would cost
in excess of one-half billion dollar!! to
replace. During the five-year pm-iod
which will end in June, 1971, these
colleges and universities will have spent
more than $1 25 million on capital
improvements.
A significant fact Is that a high percentage
of these dollars, which benefit all of
Missouri, come from sources outside the
state. A 1968 study prepared for the
Missouri Commission on Higher Education
by the Midwost Resoarch Institute, Kansas
City, estimilted that an average of $16.8
million of the annual capital budgets and
60 percent of the annual operating budget
dollars. come from outside Missouri.
Applied to budgets of these institutions
for thH 1969-70 academic year that would
mean that private collegos and universities
attracted $104.4 million to Missouri for
educa tional purposes. Conversely, it mflHns
that should Missouri's private coll~g es a nd
universities cont inue to lose enrollment
and be forced to curtail educational
programs, these doll ar!; will no longer be
available to assist in the mammoth
educational job facing the state in the
decade ahead.
In addition to their role as providers of
educated citizens and as economic
enterprises. Missouri's private collcJl(lS
and u nivrrsities contribute actively to the
communities in which thp.y fire locatr d.
In a n ~ cent sI'tlech d iscussing the mutual
need tha t exis ts betwLen Washington
University and th.· St. Lou Is commun ity,
Chancellor Thomas H. Eliot said :
"Our Dental School's clinic hud 48,820 patient
visits last year, our Medical School's clinic
had 138,868. Our School of Social Work, right
now, has 150 students a!;s!sting at 31 agencies
throughout the metropolilan ertl8."

The president of anyone of these
independtm t institutions can point with
pride to a long lis t of profeSSional and
voluntary programs in which his
ins titution. or students and faculty from
his institution, were actively involved.
Whether it be the d/!velopment of a
special educational program for the training
of radiological techniCians. such, s the one
operated by William Jewell College in

cooperation with the North Kansas City
Memorial Hospital, an "Effects of Drugs"
program for high school students developed
by the St. Louis College of Pharmacy,
or a theater program made available to the
residents of Bolivar by the students of
Southwest Baptist College, the scope of
activities of private colleges and
universities aimed at dealing with
community problems and enriching the lives
of all residents of the sta le continues
to expand. Almost all of these
institutions sponsor institutes and
workshops for business, industry and the
profession!). Centers for research and
training have been organized on numerous
campusos to work with community groups
engaged in combating delinque ncy and drug
addiction, in dealing with particular
problems of local schools, and in
addreSSing themselves to such pressing
social issues as renewal of the inner city,
school dropouts, etc. Adult education' I
progrtlms have b~c ome an accepted fact
of life in almost every community, from
programs with a definite educational goal
to others planned simply to open new
horizons.

The MRI study quoted above concludt1s :
"Private education In Missouri 1'1 clearly big
b uslness ... These beneBts, combined wIth
the many Important Intangible beneBls, make
Missouri's private colleges and universities one
of the State's most voluable reso urces ...
The colleges pIny a malor role In maklnJr
Missouri's communities more attractive pJaces
In which to live ... and satisfy one or the basic
location prerf!qulsites of modem industry
(proximity of an institution of h ~ber educotlon),
thereby helpin g to encourage induRtrial and
economic expansion In the community and In
the state,"

A
lthough it i, obviou.,b.,
Missouri can't afford to JOSE; educational,
economic, and social assets of sur.h
magnitude, the state's legislative leaders
have persistl:l.d in pursuing a public policy
for higher education which, because it
overlooks the contributions madu by private

colleges and universities , threatens their
strength and vitalily, limits their ability to
contribute to the educational task of the
state, and guarantees con tinued decreases
in enrollment and the conliequont underuse
of private educational facilities within the
state.
This is not speculation, the StutihtiCS arc
in. Last fall 19 of the 34 ICUM affiliated
insHtutions reported decreases in
enrollment. During the past three years,
since the fall of 1967, 28 of these
institutions have had decreases in
enrollment for one or more years. In many
cases the decreases ranged from 15 to 20
percent of the student body. In response
to a s urvey conduc ted by the Independent
Colleges & Universities of Missouri during
the lOBB-59 school year, the member
coUeges !:Ind universities indicated that they
could enroll an udditional 2 .700 st uden ts at
littlo add itionnl cost. A Rimilar I; urvey run
in January, 1070. revealed that there were
in excess of 5,300 vacancies at thRse
institutions. The presidents of these private
colleges and universities also indlc 'lted that
they would be willing to limit out-of-state
enroIlment to nccommodate an additional
5,000 Missouri students. In other words,
the state could provide for the education
of some 10,300 additional Missourians
without spending a nickel to build
additional facilities on s tate clilllpuses and
without hiring any additional faculty.
As a consequence of decreasing
enrollments and the resulting under-use of
their educational fac ilities , most of
Missouri's privat~ colleges and universities
are operating with sizeable deficits in
their bud~ ets and milny have been forced
to eliminate educational programR , which
although needod by their local communities
and the State of Missouri, place too great
a financin.l drain on available resources.
Within the past two years, St. Louis
University has be"'n forced to close its
Dental School and has eliminated
undergrlld uate engineering progr ams. Jus t
a few yea rs ago Washington University was
forced to close its Nursing School. These
two examples are cited, from the many that
might be uRed to illustrate the very real
problems Missouri's policy for higher
educa tion has caused prIvate coll ~g e s and
universities.

It seems absurd for the state to persist

in pursuing a policy for higher education
which on the one hand threatens the very
existence of the state's private colleges
and universities through under-use of their
educational capacity and at the same time
puts the public institutions in a position
where they must turn away qualified
students and curtail vital educational
programs. It seems doubly absurd when one
realizes that if the state were to make use
of the vacancies at private colleges and
universities it could resolve its problems
in higher education at a minimal cost to
Missouri taxpayers.
Let's be specific. The University of Missouri
St. Louis recently announced that it had to
turn away 500 qualified students because
it had neither the money nor the facilities
to accommodate them. Presumably the
State of Missouri is anxious to meet its
educational responsibility to these 500
students and would like to be able to
assist them achieve their goal of obtaining
a college education. Under existing public
policy this can be accomplished only by
expanding the capacity of the University
of Missouri. What does this mean to the
taxpayer?
Based on the Missouri General Assembly's
appropriations to the University of Missouri
for operating expenses for the 1968-69
fiscal year, it cost the taxpayer an average
of $1,912.80 for every student enrolled on
one of the four campuses at the University
of Missouri. The figure varied from campus
to campus and from program to program,
but that really makes no difference to the
taxpayer. To him the per student cost is
simply the tax dollars appropriated
divided by the number of students enrolled.
If the state is to proVide for the 500

students on one of the campuses of the
University of Missouri it will cost $1,912.80
times 500 or $956,400, close to a million
dollars. On the other hand, if the state
were to take advantage of the existing
vacancies on the campuses of the private
colleges and un iversities, under a plan
proposed by the Independent Colleges &
Universities of Missouri, the per student
cost to the taxpayer would average
$672.56, or a total of $336,280. The
savings to the taxpayers, $620,120.

The figures above are for operating
expenses only. Presumably it would require
new buildings to accommodate these
students on one of the state university
campuses. If we add the average per
student capital appropriation of $33.21 for
the University of Missouri for 1968-69 for
each of these 500 students, it would
necessitate additional appropriations of
$165,605. No appropriations for capital
expenses would be necessary to take
advantage of the vacancies that exist at
Missouri's private colleges and universities.
We leave it to the reader to calculate the
savings to Missouri taxpayers if the state
were to stop spending tax dollars for new
brick and mortar on public campuses and
take advantage of the 10.300 available
spaces on private campuses.

MIssouri'S legislaUve
leaders can no longer afford to ignore the
assets of the private colleges and
universities 8S they plan for the future
educational developm ent of the state. The
consequence of such action would simply
be bad economics. In the words of Dr.
Allan M. Cartter, Chancellor of New York
University:
''Y ou wlU have to serioU8ly face the alternative
of aIding Independent coUeges to survive or
decide to absorb them Into the already sizeable
pubUc system ... For a century or more you and
your state have benefited greatly hum the
presence of strong private coUeges and
universities; It Is In the long run social,
economic and cultural Interest of your citizens
that the state assume some responslbWty for
the continued health of these valuable pubUc
resources."

Dr. Cartter makes it clear that the primary
benefit is economic:
"Every Indopendent institution which Is either
absorbed by the state or replaced by state
facWtles wUl cost the taxpayer ten to flfteeo
times 88 much as modest supplemental aid to
Insure vltaUty ••."

A graphic lesson in the economics of higher
education was prOVided when the state
took over the University of Kansas City and
made it a branch of the University of
Missouri. What had formerly been operated
as a private univerSity without any expense

to the state, immediately involved an
appropriation of close to $4 million. State
appropriation for the University of Missouri
Kansas City for 1968-69 was $13.7 million.
Perhaps the best testimony to the
economic soundness of this concept is the
fact that 40 states have adopted some kind
of program to either aid students enrolled
in private colleges and universities or to
aid the institutions directly. Some 20
states, including Missouri's neighboring
states of Illinois, Iowa and Kansas, have
programs designed to assist students make
up a portion of the tuition difference
between public and private institutions ...
programs similar to the ones proposed by
the Independent Colleges & Universities
of Missouri.
Illinois has both a State Scholarship
program and a Tuition Grant program. The
Scholarship program is designed to assist
the academically superior student who has
financial need. The winner of an Illinois
f..

State Scholarship can use his award to
attend either a public or a private college
or university. The Tuition Grant program
is aimed at the broader ran~e of students
who, although not academically superior,
are capable of doing and benefiting from
college level work. Applicants for
Tuition Grants are limited to students with
financial need who are enrolled at a private
institution. Both programs determine the
dollar amount of the award by the income
of the student and his family.
A recent report of the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission and the Board of
Higher Education states:
"FindingRshow that ISSC (lUinols State
Scholarship Commission) programs have
diverted larJe numbers of students from pubUc
to non-pubUc colleges and have contributed
substantially to the economic and enrollment
stablUty of nonpubUc colleges In Illinois. The
estimated cost to the state of operational
expenses alone (estimated to be 51,220 per year
per student) to educate these diverted students
in tax-assisted colleges would have been
'6,275,000 per year. ThIs figure does not
Include the additional capital expenses needed
for faclUtlo!! to accommodate them. Ill10uls
has invested $4,600,000 In 5,142 students In the
form of scholarships and grants to attend
nonpubUc institutions. The diversion of these
students to private colleges was a net savings
in operational costs alone of '1,647,200.
Additional capital appropriations from the
state would have IlInm required If they had
attended public colleges."

When the Illinois legislature was holding
hearings conceminR increased
appropriations for its scholarship and
tuition grants program, Michael J. Howlett,
Auditor of Public Accounts, State of Illinois,
prepared a statement which said in part:

~

.

"Tax dollars can be stretched U we expand the
prese nt sy"tom of grants and licholarshJps
merited by quaUfiod students who would be
free to chooso their schook"

As early as 1963 the presidonts of
Missouri's private college') and universities
proposed a modest state scholarship
program. Although It met strong resistance
initially. it subsequently r ceivftn the
endorsem,"nt of tl e House Education
Com mittee and was passed by the House of
Represen tatives on two occfl sions.
However. the propused legislation has
never cleared the hurdle of the Education
Committee of the Missouri Seuflte and has
thus nevor been considered by the full
membership of til dt legislative body.
During the 19G9 regular le).lislativl· session.
legh.lation to provide state scholarbhip,:>
and tuition grants was killed in the
Senate Education Committee on a secre t
ballot. One senior S"llator. friend ly to the
legisla tion. commented that it was the
"£lrst time" he could remt·mber a secret
ballot in the Senate Education CommJttee
Le:;lslation to as!lis l students desiring to
att~nd prival~ COll~lgllS and universities
will be introduced again when the Missouri
General Assembly meets in regular session
The Independent
ColI(tgc ~ & Universities
of Missouri

Avila Coll •.gu
Cardinal Glennon Collell'~
Cenl nl Met hodist College
Columbia College
Cottey Collel/ e
Culver-Stockton College
Drury Colll!glJ
Evwlgel College
Fontbonne ColloRe
ImmacuJdte Conception Seminary
Kansas City Art Institute
Kemper Military School
and Coll ~g e

in January. 1971. The Independent Colleges
Univ l:rsities of Missouri believes it is in
tht:' interest of all Missourians . and the
long run strength of Missouri's public and
private colle 19S and universities. that such
a program be pas~ed.

&

1. Except whow indicated otherwise,
enrollment fig ures are on th e basis of full
tim e equivale ncy (FTE). FTE attempts to
equate part-time studen ts to full-time
students by t,l king the total full-time
students and addin q the total credit hours
laken by part-time students divided by 12
credit hours for undergrllduate students
and 9 credit hours for graduate students.
2. Unle ss oth erwise noted , all statistics in
this art icle are limited to the 34 prh'ale
institutions that wore members of tI ,e
Independent Colleges &- Universities of
Missouri. All of th e private non-profit

I-!ducs tiona] institutions in Missouri
acc redited by th e North Central Associ lUon
of Gallegos and Secondary School., nw
members of ICUM. There are some 13
other private institutions of post
secondary educ;a tion located in thu State
of Missouri which are accredited by their
own professional or religious accredi tation
group.
This rUjJorl waf, p rl~pun· d by the
Ind llfJlmdent Colleges &
Universities of Mi H80uri, an
organization d'J\'oted to rulslnl'l the
!;tand uds of hight ·r ·ducdtion in
the itate amon", the private
colleges and universities, to
main tainin~ a central agl:ll1cy
for the discussion of current
eduoa tional problemt and to
recommffll dlnl.l policiet; Hnd
practices to stren~then higher
educiition In Missouri.

The Lindenwood Colleges
Marillac College
Maryville Collc~e
Missouri BapHst Coll ege
Missouri Valley College
Notre Dame College
Park Collegf!
Rockhurst Colle~e
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
St. Lou!!; University
St. Mary's ColleJ::f! of O'Fallon
The School of the Ozarks
Southwest Baptist College

Stephens College
Ta rkio College
Washington University
Webstur College
Wentworth Military Academy
& Jr. College
Westminster College
William Jewell Collegr·
WilliAm Woods Colleg e

..

Dr. Pescatello's undergraduate degree iJ in jou1'1lalism; her master's in Far Eastern mzd Slavic

..

stlJdieJ; her doctorate in history with work in African, Asian, and Lalin-Americ,m studies. She
has spent six of the faJt eight yet:lrs abroad-in Japan, India, Pclkistan, Amtralia, cl11d Latin
America. In this article, she stresses the allcial impOrhltlCe of Latin America to the United States,
and comments on the relative amount of attention paid to that part of the world in this country,

,

especially on its campuses) in the IrB.C.)} (before Castro) and the ((A.C." (after Castro) periods.

THE OTHER AMERICA
By ANN PESCATELLO
Ch,l;rmal1, Lat;n-Amer;mrl
SIt/die.r C o1ll1ll;ttee

B

oun NATION'S southern borders lie dozens of
countries and colonial island clusters in which we
have strong economic and political interest but for whose
social and cultural values we have little or no understand
ing.
We readily admit our alienation from the distant civili
zations of Asia, but we neglect to note our very real ig
norance of the southern sector of our hemispherc and the
complex cultures which occupy millions of square miles,
contain at least one-third of a billion persons, and consti
hlte a human laboratory of the richest racial , ethnic, and
Itural mix in the world.
; unnar Myrdal has pointed out the problems which
altruistic, market-oriented, \Vestern societies encounter
when they attempt to restructure and reform traditional
societies, but we as a nation have been blind to these
faults. In Asia, over the last three decades, we have be
trayed our ideals by cloaking our "national interests" and
anti-communist paranoia in our instigation of amI in
volvement in undeclared wars. Analysis of all of the flaws
and failings of our "Asian drama" I leave to experts in
the field, for my special intf~ ntionhere is to draw atten
tion to our narrow and myopic vision of our \'Vestern
Hemisphere.
Latin-American governments have consistently scored
u s for our apathy toward their countries in all of the vital
areas and for our involvement in all of the touchy mat
ters. Our Latin-American policy seems almost to have
been pmposefully conceived to alienate the Latin-AmeriENEATH
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cans. The only consistent and considered concern for
Latin America has been in our universities and that,
much of the time, has involved a struggle with adminis
lrations to recognize the necessity of maintaining courses
and programs in the face of such problems as monetary
deficiencies and governmental neglect. Anglo-Saxon dis
dain for things Iberian has carried its weight in the grant
ing of funds and programs for Latin-Am e ~ican studies,
since, in competition among the American, Asian, and
African continents, Ibero-America has received the leasl
monetary support.
Latin-American studies programs can measure the at
tention devoted to them by their status in two eras: B.C.
(before Castro) and A.C. (after Castro), for it is with
tJ1e Cuban "revolution" that panic poured millions of
dollars into an area of studies which, heretofore, had
limped along the periphery of academk cunicula. In the
B.C . period, Latin-American studies in universities fol
lowed much the same pattern as our national interest
since the nineteenth century, when "America" meant the
United States and Latin-AmerIcans were immediately
thrust into a position of adjusting to that categorization.

I
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B.C. period two images of Latin America were at
work: that of Europe and that of the United States.
To the Europeans, Lahn-Americans were likeable aristo
crats and land110lding magnates who floated between
European capitals leading lives of luxury in search of cul
ture . In the United States, conditioned by its proximity
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to the Caribbean, a different caricature emerged in the
persons of feudal landlords, corrupt caudillos (rural po
litical chieftains) , and warring generals. Both of these
images developed into a credible myth which, on the one
hand, distorted the true Latin America whose masses
lived ill extreme poverty and ignorance and, on the other
hand, perpetuated the myth of neighbors incapable of
governing themselves and needful of the discipline of
United States expeditionary forces.
Ignorance and contempt led to the United States prac
tice of military intervention-especially in the Caribbean
-and to denial of economic aid. These actions ultim ately
induced a pathological attitude toward the United States
on the part of the Latins and a resistance to any positive
efforts by the North Americans to aid economic and social
progress . Except for the brief interludes of the Good
Neighbor Policy, the continental front of American soli
darity during " Torld War II and, momentarily, the
Alianca, the United States reverted to an attitude of
apathy toward its southern neighbors, diverting its gaze
to America Latina only when it was necessary to squelch
coups inimical to us or to guide revolutions sympathetic
to United States interests.
Fidel Castru was djfferent, or at least his movement
was, for he and members of the Cuhan revolutionary
forces sought to establish a "people's democracy," a so
cial revolution whi ch pricked the conscien ce of the Unit
ed States to such a degree that our nation responded with
renewed interest in Latin America. But it was not a total
ly healthy interes t nor one geared toward understanding
neighboring cultures in order to respect them as inde
pendent entities struggling to find a way to develop with
in the context of their own traditions, not ours. Our inter
est took the form of learning enough about the Jbero
AmericaJl countTies to find means to thwart the develup
ment of other Castro and Guevara-type societies. Begin
ning from this distorted perspective, United Statf!s scholars
have now been able to move us from the vantage point
of selfish government interest to the constTuction of soHel
and snccessful Latin-American area studies programs sym
pathetic to latina interests.

~

TIN-AM E HI C AN ATIEA

studies programs in the U nitecl
States usually maintain tIle wisdom of providing their
students with an academic degree in a particular disci
pline and its requisite skills, while affording them con
centration in a particular culture or geographic area. The
multi-disciplinary approach inaugurated new vistas fOl'
cross-cultural and comparative studies and for joint
courses within and among departments. It also had the
effect of opening up departments which, here tofore, had
chauvinistically concentrated on the narrow world of Eu
rope and the United States. It became obvious to a few
farsighted scholars that, just as it was necessary to under
stand the discoveries and developments of the New
''''orld in the context of European history, it was axiomatic
for Europe and the United States to be understood in the
historical context of the ''''ider Worlds.
The first major, non-founda tion support to Latin-Ameri
can and other area sh.ldies programs came with the Nation
al Defense Education Act, passed in the Eisenhower

administration, which provided fedeml support to both
institutions and students through the funding of N DEA
Title IV, National Defense foreign language and area
fellowships (N DFL Titlc VI ), institutes, centers, pro
grams, conferences, and other channels. Since then the
government has channeled funds, even if small in amount,
into Latin America and other so-called underdeveloped
areas, through fellowships, research gmnts, and other
forms of support.
So, too, have corporations, banking complexes, com
mercial enterprises, th e media, and foundations , but in
piddling sums relative to the great wealth they have
een able to extract from these areas. For example, if
Uni ted States oil corporatjons were to fund fellowship
and research programs for Latin America, in just propor
tion to their interests in Latin America, the universities
would be h ard put to spend it all. And the tragi c thing
again is that today these foundation funds have all but
been extracted from area studies and applied to our own
domestic needs which are, in themselves , ovcrwh elming.
Here we are caught in th e tragic consequence of a neces
sity and obligation to aiel our own racial and etlmic mi
norities , yet we are using funds for this purpose whi ch
have, in many instan ces, come from our exploitation of
other underdeveloped areas.

T

HE ARGClvIENT about ·'el.e an money" is long and involved
and should be discussed, but my primary purpose
is to concentrate on th e positive aspects of wh at can de
velop from an imaginarively conceived and intellectually
solid area program such as our own Latin-American
Studies. 'Vashington University has been in the vanguard
of academic institutions wise enough to reah ze thc neces
sity, duty, and interest we must show our own soutllem
neighhors, and many years ago developed a Latin-Amcri
can Studies Progra m of high quality.
In the most recent ratings by the Social Science Re
search Council-American Coun cil for Lea rned Societies
of Latin-America n studics programs in the UnHec1 States.
'Vashington University's was ranked in the top ten . It
has had and does have scholars in Latin-America n studies
of such international r epute and academic fame as D avid
Felix in economics, Irving Louis Horowitz and Joseph
Kahl in sociology, Merl e Kling in political science, Ivan
A. Schulman in Spanish-American literature, Lincoln
Spiess in music, and Oscar Lewis, Jules H cnry, and Nor
man ''''hitten in anthropology, as well as num erous worlel
renowned guest lecture rs and visiting professors.
The University maintains a full-time bibliographer for
Latin America who oversees the more than 50,000 vol
umes in the Latin-American collections and supervises
the acquisition of some 3500 to 4000 current volumes,
and well over 10,000 "retrospective" volumes and micro
forms each year. Students and faculty have available to
them strong collections in Spanish- and Portuguese-Amer
ican literature, history, political science, economics,
music and sociology. There are vast special collections
of Congressional documents and excellent special coll ec
tions of Latin-Ame rican literature. 'Vashington Univer
sity libraries hold 75 per cent (either in original or on
microfilm) of the titles noted in Sturgis E. Leavitt's im
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portant Revist(J.~ hispanoamericanw; illdice bibliografico,
1843-1935. They havc strong holdings of censuses, sta
tistical annuals, bulletins, and journals.
Among newspapers on microfilm are Cuba's Granma,
Uruguay's Ma'rcha, and Chile's El Sigio, as well as the
major Latin-American newspapers maintnined daily in
the reading room. vVe are also a selective depository for
United States government documents on Latin-American
affairs, and maintain the cataloging-microfilming project
of the j'>'1cxican Musical Archives from the sixteenth cen
tmv. Our program has recently begun oral history and
audio-visual projects for Latin America, the initial one
being Afro-Brazilian in ·oncenh·ation.

A

content has been, as it should
be in any area studies program of quality, a feature of
Our Latin-American Studies. Yet it has been successfully
balanced with the refinements-cultural and artistic
which often arose only from personal experiences. Utiliz
ing the combination of scholarship and Beld experience,
the Universit)/s graduate program in Latin-American
studies has centered on the theme of modernization ancl
development as viewed from several perspectives, in
cluding economic growth, industrialization, integration of
rural communities into national life, rural to urban migra
tions, political integration under new conditions, institu
tionalization of political conHict, and the interplay be
tween rW'al and urban values in Latin-American litera
hire.
Instruction and research are integrated in the program.
and graduate stlldents accompany professors on field trips.
They organize Beld stations in Latin America, which,
operated in cooperation with local scholars and universi
ties, serve as sitt:s for students preparing dissertations.
A portion of the faculty and students involved in Latin·
American Studies are latinos, a happy and successful
situation, for while we have been able to contribute dis
ciplinary concepts and methodology to them, they have
served as valuable resource people who, by dint of their
differing nationalities and individual social and political
orientations, lend more personal insights into their own
cultures as well as into Ollrs,
Courses range from conversational Spanish amI Portu
guese and the literature of Spain, Portugal, Catalonia,
Brnil, and Hispanic America to seminars on social
change, economic developments, alld revolution and re
form in Latin-American nations ; from folk cultures in
the modern world to h'ibal and peasant societies; from
Latin-AlIlcri 'an music to tl1e linguistics of Romance and
Amerindian languages; from Yncatecan Mayan analysis
to Latin Ame rica and the United States in the twentieth
centurv.
STHO:--'G INTELLECTUAL
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Faculty and student research rellects the multi-clisci
plinaJy and cross-cultural influences of om program. It
includes studies of agrarian reform, Afro-Hispanic musi
in Colombia and Ecuador, United States business and la
bor in Latin America, military elites in Latin America.
revolution in Brazil, Mexican industrial workers, tradi
tional versus modern values in Brazil and Mexico, lin
guistic analysis of Yucatecan Mayan, violence and politics
in Latin America, symbol and color in the works of Jose
\ '[ arti, Mexican and Brazilian music, blacks in Ecuador
and Brazil, university reform and student politics, and
Yuto-Aztecan idioms.
Since area studies deal with relatively unknown geo
gra phic regions and historical experiences which are cli
vorced from our own cultural orien tation, visual aids.
oral traditions, and other verbal and non-verbal means of
('oll1l11unication are a welcome adjunct to microforms,
manuscripts, newspapers, documents, and other published
materials. The faculty's personal slides, films, musical re
cordings, and reproductions of paintings, sculpture, and
architectural forms are some of the ways which make Latin
America and other distant worlds come alive for students.
Presentations on the campllS, such as last vear's showing
of Sol Landau's Fidel and of six major Latin-American
films, all wi th the themc of social consciousness, help
enhance an awareness of their (and our) social, econom
ic, alld political problems and allow us to share the crc
,Hive talents of the Latin-Americans.
IELD ~11AI~1N'G for stude~t~ ~vh~ themselves may S()~l~:
day (bred classroom actIVIties IS a must, for often It IS
the first-hand experience of the instructor that provides
the only alive and relevant, if tenuous, link between our
parochial culture and the societies to which the stuclent
is ncwly exposed in the University. For students who will
go into non-academic enterprises, field training is also
valuable, for acquaintance with foreign cultures at the
grass roots level is one of the ways to orient our nation's
corporations to the real basic problems of the masses in
underdeveloped nations .
As a university and as a Latin-American area studies
program, we have the dual responsibility of providing a
program of superior intellectual and objective content and
analysis and of informing the academic and non-univer
sity communities of our national responsibilities to uIlder
stand and cooperate with the peoples of our neighboring
continent. It is our moral obligation to deny those who
would maintain the status quo and to aid those who
would change it within the context of their own cultural
traditions. It is our educational obligation to bring to
both town and gown an awareness that these Latin-Amer
ican nations may be underdeveloped in terms of criteria
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we feel to be most important, like managerial proficiency,
industrial efficiency, and commercial and corporate know
how, but that these same Latin-Americans embrace and
dissemina te a cultural heritage and artistic-intellectual
greatness of their O,VI1, which could, in many ways, be
counted as superior to ours.
with much veracity, that universities are the
arbiters of ideas and students the conscience of so
ciety. Those teachers or administrators who would deny
these ideals are quick to forg et that they themselves once
were students who felt that the ideals of reform were
primarily their domain. \Vhe ther they have grown into
teachers or administrators or are outside of the university
community, they should recogn ize that the student soul
does re tain the basic residue of our once idealistic soci
e ty. Students want to conduct pilgrimages, either as sugar
cane-cutters or revolutionary commandoes, across OUT
southern borders or in our OWI1 ghettos, and in turn ar'"
met with resistance by those who would be wiser.
But the rhetoric of the radical left and the radical
ri ght has disintegrated year by year into a welter of
emotional idea lism , with its last best hope for revival of
pragmatic change resting in the very universities the
seek to refute. Herein lies that same tenuou s cable of
communication- the multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural
area studies program-for how much more articulate,
how mud) more meaningful, how much more certain
could our understanding be of our neighbors if we stu
dents, faculty, and administrators would indulge ourselves
in the knowledge they have to share?
The leaders of successful revolutions, whether Jefferson
and Franklin or Fidel and Che, did not ride to power
on the paper tigers of rhetoric, emotional outbursts, spe
cious reasoning, or a welter of symbols and slogans. They
wrought profound changes in socie ty through hard work,
sacrifice, deep intellec tual commitments, and especially
a knowledge and understanding of national and inter
national problems that can come only from concentrated
study. As North Americans we have th e right and re
sponsibility to settle only our own problems, but we also
have the right and responsibility through knowledge, not
rhetoric, to undPfstand our fcllow citizens of the world.
Soon again, our poorly informed and often misinformed
government, our fluctuating f01Jndations, our ahnosphere
of anti-intellectualism of hoth the right and the left, will
ebb and there will he a reflowing of interest and alh·uism.
vVashington University's strong and vital Latin-Ameri
can Studies Program will continue to offer its students th
information and the tools to analyze and disseminate to
the wider public an understanding of the lands and p eo
pl es of their southern neighbors .
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Dr. Ann Pescatello

T IS SAID,

For three)lears E1nilJ' Rupper~ jvfS\~/ 67
has coordt'l1ated an expert"mental.ftatt'
program ojjoster COl1rl11'JUm'~y care jor
1011g-terrn chrome psycht'atne patt"entJ Emily
and thepeople o/lVew Haven) j1!{ljJoun~
h~lve HterallJ' provtded a new bcJven jor H1Jes

almost los! to sodety

In New H aven patients arc relearning everyday rou ti nes forgotten in years
of hospitalization. The environm ent of a small town provide an
exccllent setting for patient rehabilitation.

NEW HAVEN

By DOROTHEA WOLFGRA.M

T

at a small cluster of commercial build
ings on Misso uri Highway 100, just pa~t the sign
which allllOllnces "City Limit, New Havcn, Pop. 1223."
A tanned, stone-faced man steps down into the grey dust
aud hea ds towards home down the road that slants from
the highway to the Missouli River. The man, whom we'll
caU Fred , is returning from vacation , and although he is
eager to arrivc at tb e house, be is also a little afraid .
Homecomings ;11'e strange to Fred, and he is a man who
is uncomfortable with deviation from routine.
Dcspite misgivings, Fred continues slowly down the
road to the small clapboard house. His friend comes out
to greet him. In the two weeks of separation both have
felt L-eedol1l and loss, despitc their differenccs ill tempera
ment. Jim lvlcDonalcl is sb'aightforwarcl and active. New
Havcn is his home, as it was that of his father and grand
father befor e him. Frf!d is deeply anxious, meticulous,
and rnany years Jim's junior. H e is one of New Have n's
new residents and, like all its "new residents," he is a for
mer psychiatric hospital patient.
NCiJrly three years ago the people of New Haven
agreed to take in long-tcrm chronic psychiatric patients-·
human b eings estranged from society by long periods
of hospitalization. Through compassionate human contact
and carefully structured situations these wasted lives are
being reclaimed. Today nine fonner patien ts live in New
Haven. Some lead sheltered lives and may rely on the
state and the commun.ity lifelong. Others are almost
independen t.
New Haven and its DCW residents have come far since
1968 wben representatives of the Missouri Division of
Mental Health approached leadcrs of the community with
the expcrimental foster community plan. AJthough mod
eled after tJw community of Gheel, Belgium, which fOl
centuries has provided home custodial care for the men
tally ill, the New Haven program has been carefully
shaped by the conm1ul1ity, the patients, and the state.
Other patients are beginning along tbe same path;
HE DUS STOPS

some will settle in .'Jew Haven, others will visit only for
weekends. The people of New Haven conceived the
weekend visit program. It offers a courtship period
when both patient and family can tryout the relation
ship. Each has benefited. For paticnts, New Haven can
be a bridge back to normal life; for New Haven, the act
of giving has drawn the community closer together and
has cnlightened its attjtudes on mental illness.
Since its inception, the work in New Haven has been
guided by Mrs. Francis (Emily) H.uppert, a psychiatric
social worker and a graduate of Vlashington U niversity'
George \Varren Brown School of Sodal \Vork. vVhen
Emily graduated from Linde nwood College in 1962, with
a major in sociology, she was convinced she did not want
to be a social worker. "Then I begal1 working at St. Louis
State Hospital, and I saw that the people doing what I
would be interested in were social workers, so I went
back to school."

S

to St. Louis Sta te Hospi tal afte r she re
ceived her master's degree from the University ill
1967 and within a year had plunged heart and soul into
the New Haven experiment. OffiCially, she is coordinator
of the program, but no title accurately descrihes her in
volvement with tbe town and its residents-old and new.
Hardhcaded and practical as a professional, warm and
sensitive as a human being, Emily is the spark and the
mainstay for the community and the patients.
"A year ago, I would have said that the program might
have folded, jf I'd had to leave it. I don't think that is
truc today," she says. "The people of the community have
assumed a major share of the responsibility and have
taken over roles I was once exclusively qualified for."
From the beginning, Emily has encourageu this. "Ordi
narily, a family which took in a fom1cr psychiatric patient
might be looked upon by neighbors with some uistrust.
\Vc needed to reverse that attitude, to make that act social
ly acceptable, even commendable."
HE HETURNED
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Weekend visiton arriving 011
bus on Saturday morning are
met by members of New
Haven recruitment committee
and driven to hom es in which
they will stay. Through the
weekend program patients
begin to learn to live outside
of the hospital.

Emily Ruppert , MSW 67, has coordina ted program since its inception.
Hesidents of the comIllunity are gradually ta king over her role. She em;o uraged
fon ation of non-profit corporation "to give New Haven residents some
leverage in dealing with th e state bureaucracy."

NEW HAVEN
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Barbara Funk. a young moth er
who is trt'aslIre r of New
Haven Foster Community, inc.,
looks after "the ladies in the
aparhnent ," ''I've often
wondered what will happen
to them," she says. "I guess
we'n just go on until they
become too old to handle
things them selves."

.\lew Haven's new residents- eight women and one
man- and those patients who come to visit are, often,
establishing their first contacts outside of the state hospi
tal in twenty years. They are patients so long hospitalized
they are cut off from family and friends. They don't
know how to converse, dress, or care for themselves, and
the natural rhythms of living- rising, eating, Tetiring-have
long been imposed by hospital routine. The question of
how to fill the hours of the day, suddenly open to so
many possibilities and decisions, appears frightening. Their
dissocialization, for the most part, is a result not of psy
chiah'ic illness, but of long hospitalization.
One of the women, let's call her Sara, was admitted to
the hospital at age 17. That was 1933, when mental hos
pitals were places of horror, not because attendants were
cruel or physicians lazy (although Sara may still believe
this), but because straightjackets and ice haths were
recognizcd methods of restraint for uncontrollable patients.
Today many of the symptoms of psychiatric illness can
be controlled with tranquillizing drugs, and with control
comes the possibility of retum to life among family and
friends. But mallY patients, like Sara , either have no
family or are not accepted by their families .
Sara came to New Haven after thirty-seven years of
hospitalization. This summer she said, "In all that time,
I hadn't given up hope. I just didn' t know where it was
going to come from. ''''hen they first told us about New
Haven, it was like floating on air."
Sara is one of three former patients who share an
apartment in New Haven . Slowly they are learning to
be more self-reliant. At least once a week, Jim Schuele,
a hospital staff member, drives the seventy miles from St.
Louis State Hospital to spend the day. He and Emily
and Melissa Kimes Mullgardt, a 1965 graduate of Wash
ington University, share the responsibilities of liaison be
tween the hospital and New Haven. Melissa serves official
ly as occupational therapist on the project, but in New
Haven her duties are genera\.

On the door off main street a ~ign reads "New Haven
Foster Communi ty. Inc." One evening this past summer
the room upstairs was IDled when Emily and Jim arrived.
The weekly p atient meetings are group sessions, bu t they
are also social even ts . On this particular evening Dr. Ali
Keskiner, a psychiatrist and director of the program. had
come, as he does once a month, to check on the patients.
But the meetin g was also a birthday party for Emily.
Dr. Keskiner often adjusts medication on his visits. This
evening he reminded Sara that she must follow his new
orders. She'd been chided before for failing to take h er
medicine and responded, "Doctors aren' t always right.
Remember only God is perfect."
Dr. Keskiner said, "Sara, you may not agree with me,
but you have to trust me. Now we agreed to that."
Everyone nodded and the momentary flash of con 
flict disappeared. Such Bashes occur frequently, but disap
pear in an instant. The patients are learning to under
stand their illnesses, to recognize their anxieties, and to
deal with them . Pmt of Emily's job, however, is to teach
them to talk about their feelings.
Ella related that the woman she lived with had ex
plained that she would have to move out soon. "She said
because her husband might have another sick spell, and
they had to have the bedroom I'm living in."
Emily asked, "Did that kind of hurt your feelings,
Ella?"
Ella: "Well, I guess it did, you know. I thought I'd be
there two or three years and it has just been a year."
Gloria: "But you call live with me. Emily, I called
about that apartment and it has two bedrooms."
Emily: "What do you think, Ella? Could you two get
along?"
Ella: "Sure, I can get along with anybody. I never
fight. Life's too short for that."
Emily : "How do the rest of you feel about Ella's hav
ing to leave her people?"
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Esther and June make
excursion of Thursday patient
meeting clay. Th ey leave th e
DUlica n's in carly afternoon
for bea uty shop, walk
downtown to shop, have dinner
and then attend th e Iliceting.

Dr. K skiner, cen ter, direc tor of program, joins birthday party for Emily.
Her birthday had been mouths before, but now resi d ent~ h,l(J had other
hirthda ys then and had saved Emily's pmty for I an month.
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NEW HAVEN

J\"cw residents caD becollle
intimate member.s of sponsor
family; so intimate that a next
step to in(lependence, slIch
as moving into an apartm ent,
is painful separation.

Gloria: ""Vell, I guess that's not so bad. You always
told liS we weren't marrying thcm."
The meeting went on. Then Emily suggested that per
haps they could have some meetings without a staff mem
ber. The idea seemed frighte ning.
"\Vho'd solve our problems?" Beverly asked.
Emily respond ed. "Don't you think that you have some
idea of how to solve your own problems?"
All reluctantly agreed that they did. "But we need
you all sometimes," Beverly answered. "Besides coming
to these mectings is like belonging to a club."
The New Haven project is a pilot study operated jointly
by St. Louis State Hospital and Missouri Institute of
Psychiatry, a research ann of the division of mental health.
Emily explains that the rehabilitation program works
becausc it is specific. "Vie say, 'You'l! do your grocery
shopping at the Clover Farm store downtown. The man
who nms tlw store is Mr. Seitter: or, 'Mrs. Kappelman
lives in a white house two doors dOWIl. If you necd to
know anything, ask her,' and wc c.:an ask Louise Kappel
man and other townspeople to look aftcr patients.
"In addressing New Haven groups about the project,
we steercd away from t.he medica1 approach and talked
about the emotional problems- the rejection, fear, and
uncertainty that the patient feels and that the community
itself might fcel. \i\Te can assure the residents that none
of the patients is dangerous. \Ve started with a strong
belief that we wanted to provide experiential learning
for both the community and the patient."
Although now resocialization is hegun in a prc-New
Haw'll program at the hospital, the first group was
straight 011 the hospital's baek wards.
"You cannot imagine how far they have come, says
Clara Mae Jacobsin , wife of the Rev. John Jacobsin who
is chairman of New Haven Foster Community, Inc. , a
not-for-profit corporation form ed by townspeople to
guide the program. "\i\Then Sam and Betty DUllcan
picked Esther from the first group, she seemed an un
likely prospect for success. She huddled in the back seat

of our car like a frightened animal, wary and speechless."
Charles (Bud) and Fran McDonald couldn't take a
patient, but offcred to help in some other way because, as
they later said, " It carne at a time when we n eeded to
hecome involverl in something outside of ourselves." Bud
b ecame the first chairman of the foster community cor
poration. Although he drives to St. Louis and back daily
to tcach at Parkway High School, he and Fnm took the
responsibility almost as a full-time job.
Bud was the project's troubleshooter, and troubles
there were. Despite careful selection, inevitable tensions
developed. One evening a patient dee ply offended the
family with whom she \vas staying. They called Bud, who
left his dinner to drive out to ease the situatioll. There
after he began taking thc patient for occa$ional drives
to give both her and the family relief from the unnatural
rclationship res ulting from the addition of a strange adult
to a family.
l"ew I·javcn's n ew rcsidents regularly r~turn to the
hospital for checkups. They are on family-care discharges
under which the sponsor family or the corporation signs
a contract agreeing to some personal responsibilities, while
the state maintains its finan cial and llwdical responsibilities .
This discharge basis allows a free access to readmission
to the hospital if necessary. There have been relapses,
whpll a patient failed to continue proper medication, but
the patient was then returned to the hospital for a bri ef
period of treatment.
Not evcry patient who cnters the program makes a
successful transition. Seve ral men havc had to drop Ollt
before placement because, Emily bebeves, it is difficult
for a man to maintain his identity through ycars of
fmced leisure and because the presence of a non-working
male in a family is often intTusive ancl feared.
;one of New Haven's ncw resioents is required to
\vork, but those who are capable can find employment.
Fred works in a tent factory, which is New Haven's larg
est industry. His acceptance by other workers is now as
slU'ccl, hut it has not come easily. After some time, the
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From left, ,lelissa, Emily, the
Reverend Jacobsin, and Sam
Dun n wind up infonnal
meeting. lara Mae Jaoobsin's
kitchen is unofficial on-location
headqu arters for ew Haven
experiment,

foreman complained that Fred was upsetting other
workers by laughing uproariously with no apparent cause.
Emily asked Fred about it. He explained, "Sometimes
I feel so bad that I just have to laugh to keep from cry
ing." Despite the sympathy she felt, Emily explained that
this was not acceptable social behavior. Fred under
stood and the problem was resolved .
Fred is now financially independent. For all other n ew
residents the sponsor families or the corporation receive
$175 a month, including a sum designated for the patient's
p ersonal use. The amount was set by the corporation.
Membership in the corporation is open to all New
Haven residents-old and new. Monthly meetings draw
up to thirty persons. The corporation makes decisions
about the program's implementation and advises the state
on the program's needs. Corporation officers and sponsor
fa milies meet with staff members every two months.
"ownspeople, who make up the recruitment committee
meet monthly to find and evaluate prospective sponsor
homes. Bud McDonald notes that three years ago it took
forty calls to find three weekend homes. Today five calls
produce four acceptances,
" \;Ve have fairly sh'ingent rules about who can take
a patient on a permanent basis," says the Rev. Jacobsin.
"If we didn't we would have placed many more. Home
visits aren't the same problem. 'W e' ve had peoplc give up
their own bedrooms to havc patients for weekends."
Both the Rev . Jacobsin and Bud believe lew Haven's
satoration point will be reached at about twenty-five
permanent residents. Then w eekend visits can become the
program. Of New Haven's 400 families, more than fifty
have had patients in their homes, but that number is a
small reRection of the number of townspeople involved .
Emily is frank about the costs of the experiment. "It's
tremendously expensive, but not in terms of patient care.
It costs the state about 8600 a month to keep a patient in
St. Louis State Hospital, so $175 is a real bargain , but tbe
staff time involved is the high cost." Emily has spent at
least two years visiting New Haven twice a week. In ad
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dition she and ~'lelissa spend hours working with patients
in the hospital portion of the rehabilitation program,
Emily makes her strongest costs defense on the basis
of the educational value of tbe experiment.
"We have three things working: rehabilitation of pa
tients; what's happening in the community in terms of
education; and what we are learning from what's hap
pening in the community.
"\;Ve have a cadre of lay people ill :\lew Haven so well
informed about mental health and emotional stability that
we have provided a means of dealing more effectively
with the mental health of the entire eomnlunity.
"In almost every case we have given a sponsor family
someone .in the community to turn to in troubled situa
tions. At first it was Bud as an on-the-scenc replacement
for a staff member; now we've replaced Bud with a dozen
others. These are the level-headed aunts or sisters or sons
who everyone has always turned to for h elp. \'Ve haven't
created them, but we've found out how to locate them
and make broader use of them. That's an important dis
covery in community mental hea lth .
"These people don't just help sponsor families, they
are literally 'used' by all of the surrounding community.
I suspect that the townsp eople intercept and teach p eople to
handle emotional problems which previously were brought
to mental health clinics. I kn ow that I've been a social
worker to New Haven, as w ell as to my new residents.
"Besides, in New Haven we've learned much about
rehabilitation . Beverly has been in and out of the hospital
fifteen times. Coming back is coming home.
"So we've built in a homing feature. Patients comi!'ig
back for checkups see their friends, and staff members
bring th em continuous news of what's h,~ppening at the
hospital. First we replace their hospital home, and then
we try to ease out of our strong support, replacing it with
less strong, but ever present, community support.
"Maybe reclaiming the lives of chronic mental patients
has got to b e costly," Emily says. ''I'm not sure. I just
know it works."

NEW HAVEN

Apartment rented for three
women sometimes provides
patient visiting place. New
Haven's weekly newspaper
carries a column, now written
by Clara Mae, about new
r e~id e nts and related activities.

Jim (Jeft ) and Fred spend summ er evenings tending garden next to house.
They sh are some activities, lead independent lives in other instances. Patients an d
families work out arrange ments most comfortable to them .

By DIETRICH GERHARD
William Eliot Smith Professol
E17leritm of History

IN MEMORY OF
J'ERRY MILLER

O

31, 1970, Gerald .Miller was ambushed and
killed in Cambodia, while covering the invasion for
the Columbia Broadcasting System.
In 1956, while making one of my many unsuccessful at
tempts to will Jerry over to an academic career, 1 wrote
to the chairman of the history department at Berkeley :
"Mr. Miller is the most talented and the most original of
all the students I have had through twenty years of teach
ing in the United States." After fifteen additional years of
teaching, this appraisal still stands.
Jerry and I met first in 1947 when, as a sophomore, he
took my survey course in modern European history. In a
class of not more than thirty-five students, personal con
tacts were easily established. Among other things, I
learned that Jerry came from a large Jewish family with a
European background. I also learned that Jerry had writ
ten the script of that year's Quad Show and was to play
the lead role of Pericles. For the role he had raised a
large beard, an outlandish thing to do at that time. One
cold morning, as he came straight into th classroom from
the streetcar, I asked him how things were going. 'Very
well," he answered. "Just now on the streetcar, I heard
one woman say to another, 'Doesn't he look like Christ?' "
Jerry created his owrt program at school, concentrating
as much on languages and literature, especially French,
as on history. He took a few courses with me, but was far
too versatile and responsive to go solely in one direction
or to attach himself predominately to one professor. He
soon struck me as unusually receptive. One day, after a
lecture on Richelieu, he said emphatically, "That was
great!" This remark somehow lingered on, if subconscious
ly. \~Then I was asked a few years ago to contribute to a
volume on "The Responsibility of Power," I chose Riche
lieu as my subject.
Always averse to institutions and their regula tions,
Jerry had come to terms with the system of credits and
grades in his own way. At the end of the f, lJ term in
19.30, he and two of his close friends were infOImed that
they had fulfilled the requirements for graduation one
semester ahead of time. Jerry took his degree in January,
19,- 0, and the next month left for Europe.
After his graduation, Jerry went to Paris, and with an
unusual linguistic ability, familiarized himself intensely
with French language and life. Soon after I came to war
torn Muenster as a visiting professor, Jerry and another
of my fonner students visited me. In tl1C midst of the de-
struetion all around, I lived and taught in former bar
racks which brought me all the closer to the young people
of my native country, mostly war veterans. There we
N MAY

AlullInllS Gerald 1. }I.'liller, CBS
correspondent kill ed in Cambodia.
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Last l\tlcIY, AlumnuJ Gerald I. jHiller waJ killed while
covering the Cambodian invasion fol' CBS. In thiJ

f/.. jbtlte,

Professor Gerhard callJ jVliller "the mOJt talented and
original Jtuden/" he haJ known ill thirty-fitle yean.

would sit in my office discussing beyond midnight the
Nazi regime and the culture of the country and the world.
\Vhen American guest~ joined us , I was the interpreter.
One night Jerry and the most vigorous of the German
students, a veteran in a wheelchair, carried on a dialogue
for hours, managing to bridge the language gap by tracing
the common origin of words. Several years later, after I
had accepted a professorship at Cologne, this experience
in Muenster prompted Jerry to recommend to me a Smith
student: "She might participate at one of the seminars on
America and serve even as a topic of conversation at an
other one later."
Later that summer, I saw Jerry once more near Heidel
berg. He had come by train from Frankiurt, his eyes spar
kling as they always were after a moving experience. Ear
ly that bright morning, he had left the city for the coun
tryside in the midst of the crowd whose happy response
as they escaped the sights of destruction had given him
confidence. His expressive face and bubbling eruptive lan
guage were indications of his delight when he felt himself
at one with other human beings. He expressed similar feel
ings later in a letter about a Paris Sunday in thc spring:
"The city turned out like the villagers in Fa'I.I.st, who go in
to the fields to greet the spring. I walked among them in
Montmarte and never have I felt such a deep spirit of
community with these Frenchmen."
For some time, Jerry had made himself at home in
Paris, where he was a news analyst with the North Atlan
tic Treaty Orgaillzation. In the summer of 1955, Jerry was
our host in his apartment near the Bois de Boulogne. Pre
viously, he had piloted our elder daughter through the
city, after hcr freshman year at Swarthmore. Eventually,
he had enb'usted her, as he explained, to the care of "a
very level-headed young woman from Kansas City," who
later became his wife.

S

EVEnAL TI1-'fES in the mid-fifties I tried again to en
list Jerry in the academic profession. Once I nominat
ed him as a \Voodrow 'Vilson fellow and he was even Hown
over from Europe by the army for his required interview.
Already at that time his heart was bent on Rome and the
topic I suggested as a research project-Italian influence
on French political thought in the late sixteenth century
bore this in mind. N evertheless, when the fello\ovship was
awarded to him, he turned it down. With biting humor,
he described some of the other candidates who were in
terviewed: their petty concerns and lackluster, narrow
evaluations of academic possibilities. From such an atmo
sphere, he would shy away. Each time, when he consid

ered graduate study-at Columbia, at Berkeley- he broke
away at the last moment.
After he had presented himself at Berkeley in 1956, Jer
ry turned up in St. Louis. "Jerry, what is the matter?" I
asked. Once more I received a graphic description of the
bureaucratic organization whose "dehumanizing" ellects
constantly, if not always successfully, we try to overcome.
After attending a briefing at Berkeley and listening duti
fully to a description of organization amI gradillg, he had
gone to the professor in charge and apologized: he had
made a mistake and was not suited for that kind of wOJ'k.

T

HEI1E W A S, perhaps, an element of impatience involved.
Je rry was forever eager to expose himself to th e immc
diate human exp erience and forever curious for any new
aspect of life . His sensitivity, his strong artistic touch, his
unbounded interest in other people, other nations, other
ages, led me to think that he might some day attain
promine nce, jf not as a scholar, perhaps as a writer.
Eventually, he chose journalism and finally television
as his way of communication. It was the most direct way,
as it could establish immmediate contact with a hroad
public which would learn from his interpre tation of ever
new problems and situations. For years he was the Asso
ciated Press representative in Rome, highly respected, as
thc obituary in II Messaggero put it, among all his col
leagues, Italian and foreign, for his professional zcal and
sharp sense of humor. Last year he changed over to the
Columbia Broadcasting System and the radilJs of his ex
perience widened. He reported from Biafra last winter,
where he was confined for several days hy the Nigprinns.
No .longer the letter-writer of old and extremel y busy,
hI' still re tailled his interest in his old friends and in thc
University' of whose Phi Beta Kappa chapter he was a
member. 'When during a brief stay in Rome last fall my
wifc finally reached him on the phone, he could hardly
stop questioning her. I had hoped to see him again after
a long interval next year in Rome.
While he has left us-sacrificing his life for his profes
sion-I think of him as having been taken away while
pursuing new aspects of human cxis tence in the effort of
conveying new impressions.
"Immediacy" and "relevance" were ncither general con
cerns nor catchwords when Jerry was a student. Instin c
tively, however, hc pursued them and, in a measurc, was
able to attain thcm in his chosen profession. His was a life
lived to the full , and whether in personal contact or by
way of bis profession, he has made many participate in his
achicvemell ts.
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BALL HAWK

If anyone doubts that ours is an affluent society, he might
ponder one recent statistic: recovering lost golf balls from
golf course water hazards is now a million dollar a week
business in this country.

...
~

One of the thriving operations in this specialized
underwater salvage business is the M & J Ball Company
of St. Louis. The" M" stands for Mike Lopez, a former
butcher, cook, and filling-station operator, who first started
dunking for golf balls fifteen years ago; the "J"
stands for Jerry Manker, AB 69, who began working for
Lopez as a freshman at Washington University and went into
partnership with him three years ago.
Jerrry began diving for balls during summer vacations and
after school hours. After he went into partnership with
Lopez, Jerry began recruiting fellow Betas from the campus
and the firm now has four three-man crews working golf
courses throughout Missouri and Illinois and down into
Texas, Florida, and Louisiana. They may work
a hundred different golf courses during the year.

i

work for M & J, a diver must sign a seven-year contract
and take out a $10,000 life insurance policy. Scuba
equipment is furnished by the company, but the diver
must provide his own wet suit. Strictly a piecework
operation, the divers get a nickel for each ba ll! they bring
up from the bottom. On a good day, a diver can come up
with an amazing number of nickels. The company, in
turn, then cleans and paints the balls and sells them to golf
pros and driving ranges at anything from a quarter to a
dollar apiece, depending on the kind of ball and its condition.
0

Jerry, who majored in psychology and also earned a teaching
certificate, now teaches the sixth grade and helps run
the M & J Company on the side. His duties with the firm
now are strictly managerial. "I spent four years under water."
Jerry says "From now on, I'm staying on dry land."
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Wearing a wet suit and scuba divin9 equipment,
alumnus Jerry Manker heads for the bottom of a
golf course lake in search of lost golf balls. As a
partner in a used golf ball business, Jerry se:l dom
dives any more, but he worked his way through
Washington University under water, diving for
balls during summer vacations.
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Jerry surfaces holding a gunnysack full of golf balls.
Working mainly by feel in dark, murky waters,
the divers pick up balls with hands and feet and
stuff them in the sack around thei'r necks. In one
sweep of the bottom, an average water hazard will
yield thousands 0'1 goll balls, and often a few clubs
thrown into the water by irate golfers.

Balls are soaked in peroxide solution in old-fashioned
bathtubs and are run through washing machines
to remove dirt and stains. They are then painted
in a homemade machine that can handle as many
as 15,000 balls a day. Balls intended for sale
to driv ing ranges are striped like those shown
in the picture.

Using a device based on a chicken farm
egg-grader, Manker sorts balls by quality and
condition. The best unscarred Titleists will bring
up to $1 a piece in pro shops. At any given time,
the M & J Company has an inventory of about
160,000 golf balls, gleaned from the water hazards
01 about one hundred golf courses.
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Comment/"Don't sell Washington University short."
HE \VASIII NGTON Ul\'IVETISITY Club in downtown
St. Louis drew a capacity crowd for a dinner meeting
on September 30 at which Chancellor Eliot was the prin
cipal speaker. The Chancellor's address \vas billed in
advance as a "full report on last spring's campus dishu'
bances , the University's responses to those disturbances, an
analysis of their underlying causes, and what the Uni
versity has done since to correct the problem."
The Chancellor gave a concise and candid summary of
all four points and answered questions from the floor
after the address. The most significant part of his remarks,
howcver, came at the end of the address, and are well
worth quoting. He said in part:
" . . . the future of America depends on the younger
generation. The eclucated members of that generation wiII
be the leaders of our country. And OUl" university is doing
its job to echlcate them.
"\<Ve arc doing this joh successfully.
"With all the hullabaloo last spring, what about our
erluca tional job? Except on one solitary day, academic
classcs me t as usual. The laboratories were as busy as
ever. So was the library ... 011 a \Vedn esday right in the
middle of the alleged strike, 4.'500 pcople were studying
in Olin Library.
" \Ve were doing om job, and we were doing it suc
cessflllIy.
"Don't sell our students short. Don't get so concerned
over a few anarchists tha t you forget the thousands who
are real students and are going to be the leaders of the
future.
" Don't sell Washi.ogton University short. Join me ill
condemning violence. Support me in actions which T take
to prevent it, to keep the aIlarchists from persuading
idealistic youngsters to follow their lead , to avert needless
clashes, anci with jllstice and fairness to penalize wrong
doing if it occurs.
"But more important, Sllpport \Vashington Universitv.
Tt is a great university. Certainlv it's a placc where con
trovcrsial ideas are expressed: a university without contro
versy would be a dead university. Certainly it includes
people with whose views vou or I may profoundly dis
agreE' : who wants a univcrsitv to be a placE' of gray
conformity?
"You can be proud of your university. You sholtld be
proud of it. It has rcached thc front rank ill academic
stature. Fires and rocks will not destroy it.
"Highe r education is essential to a nation's progress.
\Vashington University is one of the distingllished insti
tutions of higher education in our country. It merits your
loyalty and your support."

T

O

THE INSIDt; cover of this issue is a picture of the
ne w ylcDoIlneli Medical Sciences Building, which
went into operation this fall. As massive and impressive
as this structure may seem from the outside, one does
not gct the full impact of the building until he is inside.
N
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The new building is visible proof of how far modern
medieine has come in the past few oecadcs.
Today's medical student must acquire an enormous
amount of knowledge of the basic sciences and must
master highly sophisticated concepts and techniques be
fore he can begin to enter the clinical part of his training.
The new McDonnell Building is designed primarily to
facilitate providing this essential scientific training for the
physicians of the future. From this building will come,
no doubt, lIlany important contributions to basic science
and medical knowledge; its first function , however, is to
turn out fully trained physicians for the decades ahead.
The heart of the new building is the concept of
"multidisciplinary laboratories." These new labs are built
around "core" work arf'<1S, at which medical students can
perform all of the nece.;;sary laboratory work they must
do in their preclinical first two years of medical $chool.
The core concept permits a minimum investment to serve
a maximllm number of students and faculty members. In
this new concept, departments need no longer devote
valuable space to teaching laboratories, which often stand
idle part of each academie year. Instead, milch of the
equrpment can be shared in the multidisciplinary labora
tory and optimum use achieved.
The new McDonnell Medical Sciences Building will
contribute directly and substantially to public health carc
in the St. Louis area, to the nation's supply of physicians
and medical scientists, and to the advancement of re
search. Its completion marks a major mil ~ stone in the
history of \Vashington University.

A

s WE CO to press, we are happy to acld a significant
postscript to the article on state aid to higher educa
tion which begins on page 21 of this issue. In his wclcom
ing address to the 2000 delegates of the Amcrican Coun
cil of Educatioll at their annual meeting in St. Louis last
month, Missouri Governor \Varren E. Hearnes announced
that he plans to appoint a task force to stndy the role
of private higher education in Missouri.
Gov. Heames saicl, "\Vhile we face a shortage of fuocls
to expand public colleges and universities , we find that the
private institutions in Missouri have 7300 vacancies. Sure
ly there must bc ways in which these vacancies can be
filled, making higher etllleation available to Missouri stu
dellts without a major tax increase.
'The task force will be asked to inventory available
facilities of Pllblic nnd private higher education and to
examine ways in which other states have utilized all their
resources . I wan t this task force to recommend approaches
which would save money for the taxpayers by mnking full
use of both public and private colleges and universities."
The governor's announcement is a most encouraging
and hopeful development. All of us who are concerned
about the future of higher education in Missouri welcome
and applaud it.
-FO'B
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